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On Dec. 5 in Washington, Economy Minister Marcilio Marques Moreira said the economic program
described in the letter of intent to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) "is not recessive, but
rather anti-inflationary." He added, "Inflation is the worst enemy of the poor and the working
class." (See Chronicle 12/05/91 for coverage of letter of intent and IMF response.) According to the
minister, the government has opted for stability in the short term rather than economic growth.
Once stability has been achieved, he said, investment capacity is expected to recover, and with
it, sustainable growth. Marques Moreira said the program could be defined as "harsh during
the first few months," but it is not cause for "despair," because measures to alleviate poverty
and wage adjustments including for public employees are included. The Agence France-Presse
cited a Brazilian economist working as an adviser for a foreign bank as saying, "It is certain that
fulfilling targets contained in the letter of intent will exacerbate the recession...Next year will
bring the worst recession of our history: no economic growth, paralysis of investment, drastic
decapitalization, cutbacks at all levels, and a significant increase in unemployment." The economist,
who requested anonymity, said social costs will be so high that Brazilians are likely to feel nostalgia
for the recession of 1981-1982. He added, "Unfortunately, this is only way for [Brazil] to restructure
its finances, defeat inflation, and end the economic crisis of the past decade once and for all." Jose
Genoino, leader of the Workers Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores-PT) in the Chamber of Deputies,
told AFP that implementation of promises made to the IMF will inevitably lead to a chain reaction of
strikes, street demonstrations, increased insecurity and violence and generalized disorder. He said,
"The terms of the letter of intent represent a social massacre that will lead to due consequences."
On Dec. 6 in Washington, IMF managing director Michel Camdessus reiterated his conviction
that the stabilization program detailed in the letter of intent has the necessary elements to end
chronic inflation. David C. Mulford, US Treasury Under Secretary for International Affairs, also
expressed confidence in the Brazilian program. On Dec. 8, the Associated Press cited economist
Paulo Rabelo de Castro as saying, "The country is so disillusioned with the government that panic
and hyperinflation are right around the bend." Mario Henrique Simonsen, another economist and
former planning minister, said, "Social chaos will explode soon without indexation." (Basic data
from Agence France-Presse, 12/05/91, 12/06/91; Associated Press, 12/08/91)
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